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Abstract

We employ capsule networks, a novel approach to image classification in machine

learning, to tag whole LHC events. The capsule networks’ ability to simultaneously learn

sub-jet features and event level kinematics makes them a well suited tool for this task.

Initially, we compare them to established convolutional neural networks using top vs

QCD events. Further, we show the capsule networks’ power by tagging a heavy Z′ → tt̄

resonance against a QCD mediate di-top and light jet background, both individually

and as a combined, mixed background. Here, we also show how the capsule structure

lets us interpret the networks results more easily. Finally, we demonstrate the capsule

networks ability to handle complex, high activity events, by tagging associated top-Higgs

production.

Zusammenfassung

Zur Klassifizierung kompletter LHC Events verwenden wir sogenannte Kapselnetz-

werke, welche einen neuen Ansatz im Bereich Machine Learning liefern. Die Fähigkeiten

der Kapselnetzwerke, gleichzeitig sub-Jet Details und eventübergreifende, kinematische

Eigenschaften zu erkennen, machen sie zu einem sehr gut geeigneten Werkzeug für diese

Aufgabe. Zu Beginn vergleichen wir die Kapselnetzwerke mit etablierten Convolutional

Neural Networks unter Zuhilfenahme von Top- und QCD-Jet Events. Des Weiteren de-

monstrieren wir die Stärke der Kapselnetzwerke indem wir Events aus dem Zerfall eines

schweren Z′’s in zwei Top-Jets vom QCD-Hintergrund trennen. Dabei betrachten wir auf

der einen Seite einen Hintergrund aus zwei top-Jets, und auf der anderen Seite einen aus

zwei leichten Jets. Anschließend testen wir das Netzwerk mit einer Kombination der beiden

Hintergründe. An diesem Punkt zeigen wir auch, wie sich die Kapselnetzwerkergebnisse

interpretieren lassen. Schlussendlich legen wir am Beispiel von assoziierter Higgs-Top Pro-

duktion dar, dass die Kapselnetzwerke auch in der Lage sind hoch komplexe Prozesse zu

klassifizieren.
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1 Introduction

When analyzing LHC events, the classical approach consists of choosing a set of observables

specific to the process of interest and then using these observables for a cut based analysis.

Over the past years, machine learning methods have started to revolutionize this process.

Initially, in the form of Boosted Decision Trees [1], which outperformed standard cut-and-count

approaches thanks to their increased flexibility, and more recently through the introduction

neural networks. The area where this innovation arguably had the biggest impact is jet tagging.

Here, the power of image-classification neural networks [2–4] was harnessed by taking a jet,

and translating it into a calorimeter image in the η-φ plane. The most prominent type of

these networks, convolutional neural networks, had originally been used outside of physics for

applications such as facial recognition [5] or self driving-cars [6]. Such image based networks,

alongside alternative architectures that use e.g. 4-vectors as input, are able to discriminate

quark and gluon jets [7–12], as well as to tag Higgs- [13,14] and top-jets [15–22]. However, all

of these analysis methods have one similarity, they require someone to decide what part of an

LHC event is most relevant. Either by deciding on which observables to cut on, or by choosing

which jet to use for tagging. Therefore, what we aim to accomplish in this thesis is skipping

this selection step. We want to classify whole LHC events using only the raw calorimeter and

tracking information, to effectively have a purely data driven approach.

In the field of image classification, capsule networks are essentially an extension of

standard convolutional neural networks. Capsules have seen previous application in astro-

physics [23, 24], but had so far received little attention in particle physics. However, their

ability to adapt to shifting feature positions in an image and handle both large and small

features simultaneously makes them appropriate for full event analysis.

The results of this thesis are part of an already published paper [25]. Section 7.4

specifically is based on the results of Hermann Frosts bachelor thesis. In the thesis, we will

first discuss the basics of LHC jet physics in section 2 and introduce the general principles of

machine learning in section 3. Then, we will elaborate on the advantages of capsule networks

and explain their underlying principles section 4, as well as describe how we handle full event

data files in section 5. Subsequently, we apply different capsule architectures to a series of

samples, initially testing them on the top vs QCD challenge data set [21, 26] in section 6.

Following this, we investigate the capsule networks’ ability to tag a heavy mediator resonance

against both a QCD and tt̄ background in section 7 and finally in section 8, we apply them

to a complex, high activity event class in the form of associated top pair Higgs production.

Finally, we summarize our results in section 9.
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2 Jet Physics at the LHC

2.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the largest currently operating particle accelerator and

offers arguably the best chance at finding new physics at high energies. Built in the tunnel

of the former Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP), it is capable of achieving over 60 times

the center of mass energy that LEP reached at its peak. Largely thanks to this increase in

energy that allowed for the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 [27, 28]. What made this

possible was the switch to accelerating protons instead of the electrons and positrons. Since

protons are more massive, one is able to impart more kinetic energy onto them before they so

fast that losses synchrotron radiation prevent further acceleration. However, this also comes

with a trade-off. Unlike electrons, protons are not elementary particles, but rather consist

of three valence-quarks alongside a varying amount sea-quarks and gluons. Each of these

particles carries a fraction of the total proton energy, the distribution of which is described

by the parton density function or pdf. This means the actual center of mass energy in a

collision of two proton constituents can be anywhere between zero and the full 13 TeV. So,

unlike with a electron positron collider where one could precisely adjust the collision energy

and scan along it in oder to accurately measure resonances, the LHC produces collision with

a wide range of energies. Additionally, electrons only interact via QED and weak processes,

which allowed LEP to perform high precision electro-weak measurement. Protons, or more

accurately quarks and gluons, on the other hand, can also interact through QCD. Since QCD

is inherently more strongly coupled than both QED and the weak interaction at LHC energies,

these QCD processes will be dominant. Fig. 1 shows the calculated cross sections for different

final states at proton/proton colliders. As one can see from this, the total cross section σtot,

which is mostly made up out of soft QCD processes, is many times greater than that of any

electro-weak process such as W or Z production. Even if we introduce a pTjet > 100 GeV cut

on the jets, the jet cross section is still 10 times greater the the electroweak one. This results

in a large background of QCD events, making exact identification of particles and processes

even more vital for LHC precision measurement.

2.2 From Detector to Calorimeter Image

The particles produced at a collider cannot be directly observed. They can, however, be

indirectly observed based on the their interactions with the detectors surrounding the collision

point. The four main experiments at the LHC, ATLAS, CMS, ALICE and LHC-b all have

different setups and, in the case of ALICE and LHC-b, also vastly different goals. However, they

all share the same underlying principles, which we will now discuss, using the CMS-experiment

as a basis.
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Figure 1: Cross sections for proton-(anti)proton colliders, taken from [29]. The cross section

for jets is significantly larger than for any electro-weak process, even after a pTjet > 100 GeV

cut.

Fig.2 shows a slice of the CMS detector. Particles originate form the interaction point,

where the two proton beams cross, in the very left of the figure. The first part of the detector

the particles encounter is the tracking system, indicated by the concentric rings on the left of

Fig.2. Designs of the tracking system vary from experiment to experiment, but their function

generally consist of recording the path of particles without absorbing a large portion of the

their energy in the process. Since the detector is permeated by a strong magnetic field, these

tracks will be bent for charged particles. Based on the radius of these bends one can reconstruct

the transverse momentum component of a particle. After the tracking system, the particles

reach the calorimeter, usually split into an electromagnetic and hadronic section, represented

by the green and yellow areas in Fig. 2. The electromagnetic calorimeter (E-cal) is designed

so particles like electrons and photons deposit their energies in the calorimeter in the form of

an EM-shower. Hadrons, on the other hand, will pass trough the E-cal, losing only a small

fraction of their energy, until they reach the hadronic calorimeter (H-cal), where they, in turn,

cause a hadronic-shower. The amount of energy a particle deposits in both E- and H-cal can

be used to determine the particle type as well as its original energy. Most standard model

particles will not reach beyond the calorimeters. The exception to this are muons, which are
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Figure 2: Schematic view of a transverse slice of the CMS detector, with interactions of particles

with specific parts of the detector, taken from Ref. [30].

massive enough to pass trough the calorimeters with a significant part of their energy intact.

This is when they reach the muon system, indicated by the thin orange stripes on the right

in Fig. 2. The muon system is essentially a larger, less granular tracker, recording the path

the muons take. Since muons do not deposit their energy in the calorimeters, the only way of

reconstruction their energy is using the bend of their tracks. However, most muons are highly

energetic leading to only slightly bent tracks. For this reason the large coverage of the muon

system is needed to accurately reconstruct the bend radius.

With this we now have a set of tracking, calorimeter and muon information about each

event. This means the most vital information for our machine learning analysis comes from the

calorimeter. Since we want to use the power of image-classification networks, we now need to

translate this calorimeter information into an, ideally 2 dimensional, image. For this purpose

we first need to introduce two variables. The first is the azimuthal angle around the beam-pipe,

φ. The second is the pseudo-rapidity η, defined as

η = − ln(tan(
Θ

2
)); , (1)

where Θ is the angle between the beam-pipe and the position in the detector. The left side

of Fig. 3 illustrates the positions of φ and Θ in the detector cylinder. We can now calculate

η and φ for each calorimeter segment and map the energy deposited in them onto into a 2

dimensional heat-map in the η-φ plane, as demonstrated in on the right half of Fig. 3. Using

this, we can translate LHC events into a form that an image based neural network can use.
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Figure 3: Example of mapping the calorimeter cylinder onto a η-φ heat-map.

2.3 Jet Definitions

Quarks and gluons produced in particle collisions are not directly observed. Due to the collinear

divergence of QCD [31] these particles will emit quarks and gluons under all angles, with most

of the particles being emitted in the soft collinear limit. During this splitting the partons will

lose energy, until they reach an energy scale where, because of quark confinement, the partons

will form hadrons, usually pions or other mesons. The resulting collimated stream of stable

particles is called a jet. These jets can be seen as a stand-in for the original partons produces

in the collision.

However, the actual definition of whether a specific particle belongs to a jet or not is

not clear cut. Especially if there are several jets in close proximity, deciding to which jet a

particle should be attributed to becomes highly difficult. For this reason several algorithms

have been developed over the years that take a set of particles and cluster them into jets. The

most commonly used of these are the generalized kT algorithms, most importantly the anti-kT

algorithm [32], that we will now look at in detail.

Generalized kT algorithm: Let us assume we have a set of particles n with transversal

momenta kTi, pseudo rapidity ηi and azimuthal angle φi, i ∈ n. Then we define two distances,

dij = min(k2p
Ti, k

2p
Tj)

∆R2
ij

R2
, (2)

where R is the freely chosen jet radius and ∆Rij is the distance in the η-φ-plane,

∆Rij =
√

∆η2 + ∆φ2 , (3)
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and the beam distance

diB = k2p
Ti . (4)

Then one looks trough both lists for the smallest distance. If it is a distance between two

objects dij , one removes i and j from the set of particles, recombines them into a new object

and then adds this object to the particle set. However if the smallest distance is found in the

diB list, one can assume that there is no more particle close enough to i to be recombined. In

this case the object with the smallest distance is removed and classified as a jet. After each

search for the smallest distance, the distance lists are recalculated with the remaining objects

in the particle set, after which another search is performed. This process is repeated until the

set is empty.

Depending on which value one chooses for the exponent p, this actually represents

different algorithms. If p = 1 it is the kT -algorithm, for p = 0 the Cambridge/Aachen algorithm

and finally one has the anti-kT algorithm if p = −1.

2.4 Top and QCD Jets

One major difference between the jets produced by top quarks and those originating from lighter

quarks stems from the fact that up, down, charm, strange and bottom quarks all hadronize

and are therefore able to reach the detector, while tops decay before that. This means that

the particles in light jets all originate from QCD mediated soft collinear splitting, however in

a top jet the electroweak decay of the top quark

t→W+b (5)

W+ → ud̄/cs̄/l̄νl (6)

plays an important role. For this reason we will refer to non-top jets as QCD jets, despite the

fact that QCD interactions are still relevant in the formation of a top jet.

Hadronic top decays in particular have a significant effect on the substructure of the

top jets. Since one effectively ends up with three independent quarks, each forming their own

jet. This results in a distinct three-prong structure, that can be used to differentiate them

from QCD jets. Whether or not these three sub-jets are viewed as a single fat-jet or as three

individual jets depends on two things. For one, the momentum of the decaying top quark,

because a high momentum will cause the three sub-jets to be very collimated. Further, it also

depends on the jet radius used in the jet clustering algorithm.
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3 Neural Networks

The underlying idea of machine learning is to generate a model, in our case a neural network, to

describe a set of data points. This model is made up out of several neurons, grouped together

into layers, and can in principle be imagined as a complex function with a large number of

parameters. These parameters are then modified in a gradient descent process in order to fit

the model to the data points.

3.1 Neurons and Layers

A neuron is the basic component of a neural network. A nice way of imagining a neuron is

as a node in a computational graph. By itself it simply represents a scalar value on which

computational operations are performed. How these nodes are interconnected is in principle a

free choice. In practice we define layers of neurons to perform commonly useful operations.

3.1.1 Dense Layers

Dense layers or fully-connected layers are a basic building block of neural networks. Several

more complex layer types, among them also the capsule layer we will use later on, are essentially

evolved out of dense layers.

Figure 4: Schematic view of two connected dense neural network layers with four neurons and

a three neuron input layer.

Each dense layer consist of a variable number of neurons, however, in order to be well

defined, a dense layer needs to be connected to either some form of input layer or to another

dense layer. Fig. 4 shows one such connected setup. Let us initially look at dense layer 1 (red).
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Each neuron in this layer receives a value from each input neuron (blue), and in turn passes its

output value to each neuron in the following dense layer (green). However these contributions,

indicated by the gray lines, are weighted, with each line having a different, trainable scalar

weight. In order to determine the output of a neuron, one needs to add up all weighted

contributions as well as the so called bias term. The bias in this case refers to an additional

number of trainable parameters equal to the number of neurons in the layer. Mathematically

the operation of a dense layer can be expressed as a vector multiplied with a matrix. Let us

assume we have an input layer with N neurons and values i1..N and want to connect it to a

dense layer with N ′ neurons and values j1..N ′ . In this case we define a N ×N ′ weight matrix

W with entries w1..N,1..N ′ and the bias vector ~b with entries b1..N ′ . Now we can calculate the

output of the dense layer using:

jn′ = bn′ +
∑

n=1,..,N

inwn,n′ . (7)

3.1.2 Pooling Layers

Unlike the other layers discussed in this section pooling layers do not have any trainable pa-

rameters and always perform the identical operation on their given input. The main purpose of

pooling operations in machine learning is to reduce number of parameters one has to deal with,

ideally by removing irrelevant information. Generally this is done by reducing the resolution

of either the input image or an intermediate network result that has an image-like structure,

usually the output of a convolution. What the pooling specifically does is split the image

into sections with a n ×m pixel size, n,m ∈ N. This n ×m size is also know as the size of

the pooling kernel. Then all pixel values in a section are reduced down to one number, by

some mathematical operation, most commonly either by taking the maximum of all pixels in

a section (max-pooling) or by taking the average (average-pooling). An example of both these

types of pooling with a 2×2 kernel is shown in Fig. 5. Here the large 6×6 matrix is the input,

the small 3 × 3 matrix on the bottom left is the output of a max-pooling operation and the

matrix on the right is the output of a average-pooling operation. The blue and red squares

indicate the pooling-kernels. Note how using a 2× 2 kernel reduces the total amount of pixels

in the output to a quarter of the number in the input.

One common criticism of pooling is that by removing information one loses potential

classification power, however many times pooling is necessary, because a network designed to

handle all the information would be too big to be trained within a reasonable time.
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Figure 5: Demonstration of the effects on pooling on the input image (top), split into max-

pooling (left) and average-pooling (right).

Figure 6: Schematic of a 3× 3 convolution kernel applied to a matrix.

3.1.3 Convolutional Layers

Convolutional layers are based on convolution filter operations, which have been employed in

image processing for a long time. The underlying idea is to define a filter matrix (or kernel)

with size N ×M and then perform an element wise multiplication of the filter and an N ×M
section of the image one wants to process. This can be seen in Fig. 6. Here we have a 3 × 3

kernel, an input matrix A with elements aij and an output matrix B with elements bij . In

order to get the first output entry b11 we take the element wise product between the kernel

and the sub matrix A[1, 2, 3; 1, 2, 3] and sum over the individual results. So:
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b11 = a11f11 + a12f12 + a13f13

+ a21f21 + a22f22 + a23f23

+ a31f31 + a32f32 + a33f33 .

(8)

This kind of operation allows us to not only look at individual pixels in an image, but at

groups of close by pixels, thereby enabling us to search for patterns. A classic example of this

would be a so called edge detection filter as show in Fig. 7. As one can see, if all values in a 2×2

input section are equal, the output is just 0, however if there is a vertical gradient the output

will be different from zero, with the sign indication the gradients direction and the absolute

value describing its steepness. The end result is a image where sharp edges are highlighted.

Commonly such an image is referred to as a feature map, since it is a map describing certain

features of the images, the feature in this case specifically being edges.

More advanced kernel structures can be used to extract more complicated features.

However, figuring out which exact kernel is optimal for a certain set of images is a difficult

problem. The machine learing approach to convolutions therefore consists of only choosing the

size of the filters and having the actual entries be trainable weights. This effectively allows the

network to build its own filters in order to search for the specific features the network deems

to be most important for the task at hand.

The simplest convolutional layer therefore takes an input of images, performs a convo-

lution operation using the trained kernel and then output one feature map. It is, however,

common practice to use more than one filter, resulting in an output consisting of multiple

feature maps. This is done to allow the network to extract multiple features simultaneously.

Furthermore, one usually employs several consecutive convolutional layers. The idea

behind this is that the first convolutions will extract basic features, like edges, and subsequent

layers will then use these to build more complex features.

One rather recent development is to employ so called stride convolutions. Unlike in a

standard convolution layer where the kernel is moved one pixel position at a time, the stride

variant moves the kernel are by a customizable stride number. This will drastically reduce

the resolution of the convolution output, thereby acting similarly to a pooling layer. Fig. 8

shows an schematic representation of a strided convolution, with a horizontal stride of 2 and a

vertical stride of 3. The blue frame indicates the starting point of the convolutional kernel, the

green and orange ones show its position after one step in the horizontal or vertical direction,

respectively. The colored pixels in the 3 × 2 output belong to the convolutional operations

preformed at the position of the respectively colored frames. It is once again of note how

the size of the input is drastically reduced. Compared to a rigid pooling operation, stride

12



Figure 7: Example of a specialized convolutional kernel designed for vertical edge detection.

Figure 8: Illustration of different stride lengths in a convolutional operation, in this case vertical

stride = 2, horizontal stride = 3.

convolution layers should, in principle, offer the advantage of having trainable parameters and

therefore being able to adjust based on the networks need. Throughout our work in capsule

networks we employ both pooling layers as well as stride convolutions, however we found little

performance difference between the two, which is in agreement with other investigations into

pooling vs strides [33].

3.2 Activation Functions

A network made up entirely out of layers described above is equivalent to a series of linear

matrix multiplications, this means that by itself it will have trouble describing non linear

problems. That presents a problem since most physical problem one would want to use a

neural network on are not linear. Therefore we need to introduce some source of nonlinearity

13



to our system. In practice this is achieved by so called activation functions. These non linear

functions are applied to each layer output.

The two most commonly used activation functions are the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU):

ReLU(x) = max (x, 0) , (9)

and sigmoid:

sigmoid(x) =
1

1 + e−x
. (10)

The shape of both of these functions in shown in Fig. 9. Sigmoid is generally used for the

final layer of a network, where it ensures that the outputs are constrained between 0 and 1,

a behavior especially desired in background vs. signal classification tasks, since this allows

the network output to be interpreted as a probability. Using sigmoid in intermediate layers,

however, comes with problems, since, as can be seen in Fig. 9, the function quickly converges

to 1 or 0 for large or small inputs, respectively. This can lead to vanishingly small gradients

during network training, either greatly increasing the time needed for the network to converge

or even causing the training to fail completely. For this reason ReLU is usually the preferred

activation function of the two for intermediate layers. By having a linear component it does

not suffer from the vanishing gradient problem for positive values, while still providing some

form of non-linearity through the cut-off at x = 0.

3.3 Loss Functions

Now that we have the basic building blocks of our network, we want to actually start training

it. To this end we need a metric to judge how well the network is learning. Loss functions

fulfill this purpose, generally speaking they indicate how well the current network is able to

describe the date. There is a large number of possible loss functions, one commonly used

4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4
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Figure 9: Left: Plot of ReLU activation function. Right: Plot of sigmoid activation function.
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Figure 10: Shape of the cross entropy output for different prediction values p and a truth label

value of ytrue = 1.

in classification tasks is cross entropy. To examine this more closely let us assume we have

a network that is supposed to classify images into signal (label ytrue = 1) and background

(ytrue = 0). The simplest way of achieving this is to build a network with a single output

neuron with a sigmoid activation function. The network output p is then constrained between

1 and 0, and similar to the definitions of ytrue we can call predictions closer to 1 signal and

ones closer to 0 background. We can then define the cross entropy as

LCE = −(ytrue log(p) + (1− ytrue) log(1− p)) . (11)

Since the label ytrue is always either 1 or 0 the first or second part of eq. 11 is zero. If one for

example takes a signal event, the cross entropy becomes

LCE = −1 log(p) . (12)

This is shown in Fig. 10, where we plot the predicted value p against the loss value from eq.12.

We can see that the loss gradually decreases, the closer the prediction gets to the correct value

of 1.0. The behavior for a background images is identical, save for the fact that Fig. 10 would

be mirrored along the y-axis. In practice one groups several input images into batches, which

are processed simultaneously by the network. This allows us to calculate the loss for each

image in the batch and, from this, get an average loss. This combined loss gives us a good

estimation of how well the network performs; if most predictions are correct the loss will be

small, however if the network decisions are false we will see a large loss. Therefore we can

optimize our network by minimizing the loss.
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3.4 Gradient Descent

Gradient descent is the method used minimize the loss and thereby train the network [34].

We assume we have a dataset X and a network-model m(Θ), which is dependent on a set of

parameters Θ, and finally we have the loss-function L(X,m(Θ)). Initially Θ will be randomly

initialized, now we want iteratively adjust it until m(Θ) describes X sufficiently well. To this

end we calculate the gradient of L(X,m(Θ)) with respect to each parameter in Θ and then

modify each of these parameters accordingly. One way of doing this is a first-order gradient

descent. Here we first calculate said gradients:

vt = ηt∇Θ(L(Θt)) . (13)

Where ηt is the learning rate (LR) and t indicates the current iteration step. Following this

we update Θ:

Θt+1 = Θt − vt . (14)

The choice of the learning rate has a large influence on how well this method works. If ηt is to

small, the network will either not converge at all or take an unreasonable amount of time to

do so, while too large a learning rate may cause the training to overshoot the loss minimum

we want to reach. Another potential downfall of gradient descent is saddle points, where the

gradient will be nearly zero, causing the training process to slow down to a crawl.

One way to improve the gradient descent method has previously been hinted at, while

we discussed batch-averaged loss functions. The main idea is to split the data set X into

small batches Bk containing M data points. If the full data set has #X = n we will end

up with k = 1, .., nM such batches. Now, instead of using all of X to calculate the gradient,

we use one of the batches instead. Since the batches are effectively a random selection of

data points, the gradients will differ slightly between each batch. This method, also known as

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [35], introduces some stochastic variance and thereby makes

the algorithm more stable. Further, calculating the gradients of n
M M -sized batches requires

less computational resources than calculating them for all n data points at once, meaning that

the batch structure both speeds up the training process and allows us to train large networks

with big datasets without running into memory constraints.

Another way to improve the gradient descent method is the addition of a momentum

term [36,37],

vt = γvt−1 + ηt∇Θ(L(Θt)) (15)

Θt+1 = Θt − vt . (16)
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The term vt = γvt−1 with γ < 1.0 can be seen as a recursive expression of a running average

over all previous gradients, with the most recent gradient being weighted by γ, the one before

that by γ2 and so forth. A momentum term like this has several advantages, for example it

allows the training to gradually pick up speed even in an area with a comparatively flat gradient.

Further, it also make the algorithm less vulnerable to small oscillations in the gradient.

However, even with both stochastic gradient descent and momentum one problem re-

mains. Namely that, in an ideal case, one would not have a static learning rate, but an adaptive

one. One way to approach this is to design a learning rate schedule, which starts out with a

large learning rate, allowing the network to quickly find a rough minimum, and then gradually

decreases that rate so the network can slowly approach the exact minimum without overshoot-

ing it. Methods like this are often employed, usually implemented as a exponential decay of

the learning rate. However, even that is still a rather static way of modifying the learning

rate, since it is identical for every training run and also affects all directions equally. A better

method would be to get information about the current curvature in all directions and adapt

the learning rate in a way that gives a high rate for flat directions, and a low rate for steep

ones. This would require us to calculate the second derivative of the loss function, and scale

the learning rate by its inverses, so η = η0

(
∂2L
∂Θ2

)−1
. Since we have significantly more than one

parameter in our model we would have to calculate the Hessian matrix instead of the simple

derivative. This simply is not computationally feasible, even using batches. One way, however,

to approach the behavior we could get by using the Hessian, is to instead scale the learning

rate by the second moment (or un-centered variance). This is done in the Adam optimizer [38]

which is also the optimization algorithm used in the remainder of this thesis.

The main idea of Adam is to keep a running average over both the gradient as the

momentum term (mt) and the gradients square (st) as an estimate of the second moment,

defined by

gt :=∇Θ(L(Θt)) (17)

mt =β1mt−1 + (1− β1)gt (18)

st =β2st−1 + (1− β2)g2
t . (19)

Here β1 and β2 are separate decay constants, defining how long previous results are remem-

bered. Default values for these constants are β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. A detail of Adam is

that mt and st are bias corrected before updating the model parameters, by calculating

m̂t =
mt

1− βt1
(20)

ŝt =
st

1− βt2
, (21)
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and then used to update the parameters according to

Θt+1 = Θt − ηt
m̂t√
ŝt + ε

, (22)

where ε ≈ 10−8 is a constant introduced to stop the expression from diverging, should the

remainder of the denominator get to small.

3.5 ROC Curves and Classifiers

When trying to quantify and compare the performance of neural networks one of the best tools

available is the so called receiver operating characteristic or ROC curve and its area under

curve or AUC. The underlying idea of the ROC curve is to plot the false positive rate FPR

against the true positive rate TPR. In physics terms they are therefore equivalent to the miss-

tagging rate 1 − εb and the signal efficiency εs respectively. The TPR describes how much

many of the signal events passed to the network are correctly identified as such, while the FPR

indicates the fraction of background events mistakenly called signal. Ideally one wants a large

TPR while keeping the FPR small.
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Figure 11: Left: Distribution of prediction scores for signal (red) and background (blue) for

perfect classifier, threshold is moved along the x-axis to scan for TPR and FPR. Right: ROC

curve shape for perfect classifier

We will now examine how to produce these rates from a neural network output and how

to interpret the resulting curve using a simple example of signal versus background classifica-

tion. Let us assume our evaluation sample contains an equal amount of signal and background

events. When passed to the network it will generate a prediction score, usually constrained

within [0, 1]. An ideal network will be able to split signal and background into two distinct

distributions with no overlap. This is shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 11. Now we can place

a cut-off point or threshold on our x-axis and declare every event with a prediction score above
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Figure 12: Left: Distribution of prediction scores for signal (red) and background (blue) for

imperfect classifier, threshold is moved along the x-axis to scan for TPR and FPR. Right: ROC

curve shape for imperfect classifier.

this threshold as signal and everything below as background. In order to produce the TPR

and FPR we initially place the threshold at 0 and gradually increase it. With the threshold at

0 everything is classified as signal. This results in both TPR = 1.0 FPR = 1.0, which is also

our first point in the ROC curve, shown on the right side of Fig. 11. As we now increase the

threshold less and less background will be labeled as signal, causing the FPR to decease, while

the TPR stays 1.0. In the ROC curve this is represented by the line at the top with a constant

TPR = 1.0. This continues until the threshold hits 0.5, at which point we get TPR = 1.0 and

FPR = 0.0, indicated by the top-left corner of the ROC curve. When we now further increase

the threshold the FPR will remain 0.0, however now the TPR will begin to fall and when the

threshold finally reaches 1.0 both the TPR and FPR will be equal to 0.0, since no events are

classified as signal anymore.

Now that we have our ROC curve we can interpret it. Generally speaking the area of

most interests is the top-left corner. If the curve fills this corner perfectly it means there is a

threshold value for which the FPR is 0.0 and the TPR is 1.0, indicating a perfect classifier. In

order to quantify how close the curve gets to this point we can calculate the area under the

ROC curve, the previously mentioned AUC. If the AUC is 1.0 the top-left corner is completely

filled, if its smaller than 1.0 we know that our classifier is not perfect. One such example is

shown in Fig. 12, here the prediction score distributions of signal and background overlap,

meaning we have no threshold position where signal and background are perfectly separated,

resulting in a curve with a different shape and an AUC < 1.0. This is the usually case in

practice, as an AUC of 1.0 is almost never achieved unless the problem was already rather

simple.

Finally we can examine the case where the classifier cannot distinguish between signal

and background and their prediction score distributions are virtually identical. This is shown
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Figure 13: Left: Distribution of prediction scores for signal (red) and background (blue) for

non-functioning classifier, threshold is moved along the x-axis to scan for TPR and FPR. Right:

ROC curve shape for non-functioning classifier.

in Fig. 13. Here the TPR and FPR are the same for each threshold position, causing the ROC

curve to be a straight line staring at (0, 0) and ending at (1.0, 1.0) and resulting in an AUC

of 0.5. This is the lowest AUC value one runs into in practice, and it usually indicates that

the network did not learn anything and is just making random guesses. Interestingly a AUC

of less than 0.5 would mean that the network consistently identifies signal as background and

the other way around, possibly indicating an error in the labeling of the sample.
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Figure 14: Comparison between standard ROC curves (left) and the physics ROC curve used

in this thesis (right).

For our physics use-case we have however found out that not only the AUC is important

when evaluating a networks performance, but also the shape of the ROC curve. It turns out,

for example, that the working point at a TPR of 0.3 is often interesting for our signal and

background rates. However if we look at the right side of Fig. 13 we see that reading of this

working point proves to be rather difficult. In order to remedy this we will be using a different
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style of ROC curve through the rest of this thesis. The first thing we change is switching the

two axis, so we now have the TPR as our x-axis. Further we no longer simply plot the FPR,

but instead 1
FPR , using a log scale. A comparison between the two is shown in Fig. 14, with

the standard ROC curve on the left, and our modified curve on the right. Now reading of and

comparing the FPR at the TPR = 0.3 working point is a lot clearer.
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4 Capsule Network

4.1 Motivation

In order to understand the advantages of the capsule network setup it is instructive to first

look at how standard convolutional neural networks (sCNN) operate, and more importantly

why they have trouble classifying full events. Fig. 15 shows the architecture of one such sCNN.

In essence they can be split into a convolutional and a dense part. The first is a series of

convolutional layers and pooling layers, which extract progressively complex features from the

input image. Their output consists of a series of prediction scores, each associated with different

features and sections of the input image. These prediction scores then represent a probability

of the respective feature being present in the certain image section. The second part of network

consists of several dense layers, shown on the very right of Fig. 15, these take the prediction

scores from the convolutional part and use the presence or lack of specific features to make a

final classification prediction.
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4x4
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6400
256 256 2

 
dense
layers

Figure 15: Architecture of a standard convolutional neural network, in this case based on an

architecture form Ref. [22].

The way an sCNN operates is best illustrated using an example. Let us assume we

want to use a network to decide whether an image contains a face. Since this is an image

classification task we know from previous experience [20] that using convolutions is promising

approach.

Fig. 16 shows a potential input image for such a network (left) and an idealized example

of how the convolutional part could process said input (right). In this case, important features

that should be present in the input in order for it to be identified as a face could be eyes,

mouth, nose as well as the generally round shape of the face itself. The percentages next to

the marked features represent the prediction scores, indicating how confident the network is

that the object in the marked location is actually a eye, mouth or nose.

However, as excerpts from a potential training sample in Fig. 17 show, such a sample

will likely include a lot of faces with different shapes and topologies, causing the network to

learn that the absolute position of the individual features may vary, meaning it does not matter
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Figure 16: Facial features as extracted by a convolutional network, percentages indicate pre-

diction confidence whether image contains specific features at this position. Original taken

form Ref. [39]

Figure 17: Examples of faces with different absolute and relative feature positions. Original

taken form Ref. [39]

whether the eyes are at a specific position in the image of a few pixels further to the left. In

addition to this, even if the potions of features turned out to be important, the dense part of

the network would unable to comprehend positional relations between the individual features,

since the only information about the features it receives is how likely they are to be present, and

no descriptor of their position. This initially seems counterintuitive, since it should be able to

infer the position of features based on the convolutional output, after all different convolution

outputs are associated with different input image section. To understand why this does not

work we need to take a look at the transition from the convolutional to dense part. As can

be seen in Fig 15 the final convolution output consist of 64 feature maps with a 10× 10 pixel

resolution. This then gets reshaped into an one dimensional array with 6400 entries, better

imagined as 64 sets of 100. Now each of those 64 sets corresponds to one feature, and each of

the 100 entries within those sets represents approximately a 4×4 section of the original image,

since we perform two pooling operations with a 2 × 2-kernel. Of course the structure of the
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Figure 18: Demonstration of the problem with standard convolutional neural networks, because

both images have the same features present, both are classified as faces. Taken form Ref. [39]

convolutions causes each entry to be associated with more than just the 4× 4 section, however

for our example this is a close enough approximation. The value of each entry describes the

confidence that the relevant feature is present in that part of the image. Therefore the dense

layer is capable of determining where features are located within the image based on which of

the 100 input entries has a high value. However for the dense layer the order of the inputs is

irrelevant, since it treats each input independently. This means that the standard convolutional

setup cannot encode relative distances between features, a property which becomes relevant

in a case like Fig. 18. Here we have two images containing the exact same features, but in

one case they are shuffled around, resulting in an image quite different from a normal face.

However, since they do have the same features, a standard CNN will classify them both as a

face.

In a normal use case this is not a huge problem, as one’s facial recognition software

will most likely never run into an image as in Fig. 18, but for full event tagging this becomes

a lot more relevant. One of these cases is show in Fig. 19. Here we have two images, each

containing the same two top jets, which are rated with the same prediction score. However,

in one of the images the jets are back to back, indicating a simple production of a top-pair

via a QCD process, while the other image has two highly boosted jets with an asymmetry

in φ, pointing towards additional invisible particles being involved in the process, resulting in

missing transverse energy. In other words the two images belong to vastly different processes,

yet for a standard convolutional network the images once again look nearly identical, since they

contain the same features. This is one of the biggest hurdles we have to overcome before we

can do image based event classification and one way of doing this is by using capsule networks.

The main idea of capsule networks is to no longer only use scalar values in your net-

work, but to use vectors. So instead of describing your features using only single prediction
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Figure 19: Further example of the sCNN problem, once again features are identical, but

underlying events are different.

scores, one can now use n instantiation vector, the entries of which represent properties of the

feature. Fig. 20 illustrates an example of this using the previous two top jet images as a base.

Now instead of having one single prediction score for the two jets we have a vector encoding

properties like the pT , m, its η and φ position. This will ideally allow the network to learn the

spacial relations between features that are necessary to tag whole events. The specific features

mentioned here are just examples, chosen because they can easily be understood by physicists.

When training an actual capsule network there is no reason why the features it teaches itself

should correspond to our commonly used set of physical observables. They could easily be

seemingly random linear combinations of observables that encode the same information using

a different basis, or they could be features that were previously not considered, but turn out

to be useful for the classification task.

We do, however, still need something to fill the prediction scores role. This is where

another key aspect of capsule networks comes into play, namely that the Euclidean length of

an instantiation vector corresponds to the probability that the object the vector is describing is

indeed a member of the vectors class. So a longer vector corresponds to a confident prediction,

while a short vector represents a less sure one.

4.2 Capsule Layers

Our setup is largely based on a setup [40] for the original capsule paper [41]. The first step is

to create two new layer types the primary caps layer and the routing layer.
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Figure 20: Example of how a capsule network could encode properties of top jets in a vector.

4.2.1 Primary Caps

The primary caps layer is not a classical neural network layer, in the sense that it has no

trainable weights. The main point of primary caps is to take the output of the convolutional

layers, consisting of a stack of feature maps, and to reshape it into something the actual capsule

layers can use. This means the output has to be a series of vectors. When deciding which

approach to take for this reshaping we need to remember an important principle of the capsule

setup: Capsule entries describe properties of features. Ideally this is also true for the feature

maps we get from the convolutional layers. Therefore, we take the first pixel of each map

and define this stack of pixels as our first capsule, as illustrated in the top center of Fig. 21.

This way, the entries of our new capsule relate to the features from the convolutional layers,

with one capsule essentially being responsible for one section of the image. A slight problem

arises, however, if we have more maps than dimensions in our first capsule layer. This can

easily happen since one wants to have a large amount of feature maps in the convolutions

to capture more information. However at the same time it is advisable to keep the initial

capsule dimension small and then increase the dimensionality with each capsule layer, since

this reflects the increase in complexity of the more elaborate features deeper layers are trying

to describe. In order to fix this we simply need to ensure the amount of maps, n, is evenly

divisible by the capsule dimension I, and simply split our stack of n identical-positioned pixels

into n
i individual capsules, as shown in the right of Fig. 21. Doing this for each pixel in our

X×Y -size feature-maps, we end up with m×X×Y capsules. This is illustrated at the bottom

of Fig. 21. For example if one has n = 96 feature maps with a 10×10 resolution and the desired

capsule dimension is i = 6 one ends up with a total of 10× 10× 96
6 = 1600 capsules.
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Figure 21: Illustration of how convolutional feature maps are reshaped into capsules. Top left:

stack of n feature maps with resolution X × Y . Top right: intermediate step, splitting feature

maps into X×Y sets of m, I-dimensional vectors. Bottom: Capsule structure with m×X×Y
I-dimensional vectors.

4.2.2 Routing Layers

The routing layer is the heart of the capsule network and is where the classification decision

making actually takes place. In a sense, it is to the capsule network what the dense layer is for

a standard convolutional network. In order to understand how the layer functions in practice it

is best to look at an example. Let us assume we want to have a routing layer which accepts J

capsules with dimension I as its input and outputs J ′ I ′-dimensional capsules. In the following

we will call the input and output vectors x
(j)
i and v

(j′)
i′ respectively, with

i = 1, . . , I j = 1, . . , J i′ = 1, . . , I ′ j′ = 1, . . , J ′ . (23)

Fig. 22 shows this for the specific case of J = 3, I = 2, J ′ = 4 and I ′ = 2, however we do not

lose any generality by using these numbers. Initially we calculate a set of intermediate vectors,

indicated by the J ′ = 4 groups, each containing J = 3 vectors in the middle layer of Fig. 22.

These vector are given by Eq. 24, where Wi′i is trainable matrix of weights w
(j,j′)
i′i . In general

I 6= I ′

u
(j,j′)
i′ =

∑
i=1,..,I

w
(j,j′)
i′i x

(j)
i . (24)

At this point in a dense layer, one would now get the output by summing over all input

contributions. If we did this in the capsule layer the end result would be equivalent to a dense
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Figure 22: Capsule layer with three 2-dimensional input vectors and four 2-dimensional output

vectors. Taken from Ref. [25].

layer with an unconventional input and output shape. However, we want to actually make

use of the information encoded in both the capsule entries and their lengths. This is where

dynamic routing is used.

4.3 Dynamic Routing

The routing algorithm’s main purpose is to, as the name suggests, dynamically route the flow

of information in the capsule network. We will first describe how exactly it operates, before

explaining how and why it works. As the first step we define the J × J ′ matrix B, and set its

components to bj,j′ = 0. Then we perform a softmax operation along j′,

c(j,j
′) = SoftMaxj′ c

′(j,j′) =
exp c′(j,j

′)∑
` exp c′(j,`)

, (25)

giving us a set of weights c(j,j
′). Since the input to the softmax function were all zero, these

weights are initially identical and equal to 1
J′ . Further they sum to one along the index used

for softmaxing,

∑
j′

c(j,j
′) = 1 ∀j . (26)

This normalizes the weights, by ensure they are constrained between 0 and 1. We now use

these weights to combine the intermediate vectors u
(j,j′)
i′ in a weighted sum:

v
(j′)
i′ =

∑
j

c(j,j
′) . (27)
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Figure 23: Example of the routing effects. Blue arrows are the input vectors, scaled by their

respective weight, red arrows are the combined result. As seen in Ref. [25].

Further, we want to ensure that our output range is limited to the interval [0, 1). To this end

we apply the squashing function,

v
(j′)
i′ = ~v → ~v′ =

~v2

1 + ~v2
v̂ , (28)

to the result of the weighted sum. Here v̂ is the unit vector in ~v-direction. We will go into more

details about the squashing in the following subsection. Since in the initial step all weights are

equal, the first time we calculate this sum, it is effectively the average over all inputs. We now

modify the weights based on the agreement between the individual u
(j,j′)
i′ vectors and v

′(j′)
i′ .

b(j,j
′) −→ b(j,j

′) + ~u(j,j′) · ~v′(j
′) , (29)

In oder to measure this agreement we use the scalar products between the vectors. If the vectors

agree, they will be close to parallel, resulting in a large scalar product, but if they disagree the

vectors will either be orthogonal or anti-parallel, causing a small or negative scalar product.

After updating b(j,j
′) we once again perform the softmax operation on it. Using these weights

we go back to Eq. 27 and recalculate v
′(j′)
i′ . This whole process is one routing pass, with v

′(j′)
i′

being the corresponding output. We then repeat this process of updating the weights and

recalculating v
′(j′)
i′ for however many routings we want. In practice we typically need around

3 routing steps for good agreement.

The effects of the routing can be seen in Fig. 23, here the blue arrows symbolize the

intermediate vectors ~u(j,j′) scaled with their respective weights c(j,j
′) and the red one represents

the combined and squashed ~v′(j
′), for j = 1, 2, 3 and any given j′. On the rightmost plot we

can see the initial setup, with the other plots showing the effect of progressively adding more

routing steps. The first thing we notice is that ~u3, which starts out orthogonal to ~v gradually

has its length reduced, further the vector ~u1 is relativity parallel to ~v, resulting in its weight

getting enhanced. On closer inspection, however, one notices that the length ~u2, which is

even more parallel to ~v than ~u1 barely changes, despite the fact that one would expect it to

increase. This is because we use the scalar product for the reweighing, the result of which not

only depends on the direction, but also the length of both vectors. This has two effects. For

one it means long vectors will be weighted more, which is very much desired, since as previously
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Figure 24: Additional example of the routing effects, showing that not only the longest vector

has an impact. Blue arrows are the input vectors, scaled by their respective weight, red arrows

are the combined result.

discussed the length of the vector corresponds to a prediction score. Effectively this results in

vectors with a high prediction confidence are given more importance while less certain ones

get discarded. The second effect manifests itself when ~v is short. This usually happens either

when all contributing vectors are short, and therefore unlikely to predict the correct thing,

or when there is no clear consensus between inputs, causing the contributions to cancel each

other out. In both cases the small ~v causes the updates to the weights in Eq. 29 to be small,

reducing the impact of the routing. Once again this is an advantage, since it effectively turns

off the routing in cases where it would not be appropriate. However, since we only use around

3 routing steps we do not run the risk of the routing only enhancing the longest vector while

discarding all others. Further, just like Fig. 23 shows that the length of the vectors can be

important, Fig. 24 demonstrates that the length is irrelevant if the vector in question disagrees

with the consensus.

After this lengthy treatment of the routing algorithms and its properties one question

still remains: What is the practical use of this? To answer this we once again make use of a

simplified example, let us assume we have two subsets of images, both contain two back-to-back

top jets each, but in one subset the jets are in quadrants 1 and 3, in the other one in 2 and 4.

Fig. 25 shows two of these images, with the first subset of images being shown on the left and

the second one on the right. Ideally one would want to adjust the network weights to enhance

the contribution coming from the sections containing the jets, while reducing the impact of

the image sections that only contain noise. However, if one were to enhance the weights of

quadrant 1 and 3 while reducing those of 2 and 4, this would improve classification on one

subset of images, but harm the performance on the other.

Now we can consider the effect routing would have on this problem. Initially we need

to convert the predictions coming from each quadrant into vectors, represented by the blue

arrows that can be seen in the upper two images in Fig. 25. It seems reasonable to assume that

the predictions from the jet-containing sections will, after sufficient training of the network,

have a high certainty and will generally agree, while the one from the noise parts of the image

will have a more or less random direction while being short. If we now perform a routing pass

on the four contributions the long, more parallel vectors from the jet-section will be enhanced
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Figure 25: Example of the routing effects using a di-top event. Blue arrows are the capsule

vectors before the routing, red arrows are vectors after routing.

and the noisy will be suppressed, as shown by the red arrows in the lower half of Fig. 25. This

means that the routing is able to dynamically adapt to which of the two subsets it is dealing

with, enhancing the classification performance for both.

Another important reason for using the routing is that it helps to train the network to

associate long vectors with high prediction scores, since the reweighing of the input contribution

is not based on individual vector entries, but only on their combined length. This makes the

routing a vital operation, needed for the capsule network to function.

4.4 Squashing Functions

In the previous section on the routing we briefly mentioned the so called squashing function,

given by

v
(j′)
i′ = ~v → ~v′ =

~v2

1 + ~v2
v̂ . (30)

The purpose of the squashing is twofold. For one it forces the length of the instantiation vectors

to be between 0 and 1, thereby ensuring the scalar products we calculate during the routing

cannot get to large, which would throw of the weight recalculation. The second purpose is more
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Figure 26: Left: Shape of the standard squashing function. Right: Shape of the linearized

squashing.

fundamental. As previously discussed, neural networks require some source of non-linearity

in order to be descriptors for non-linear problems. Normally this would be achieved through

an activation function, however the two most common activation functions discussed earlier,

Sigmoid and ReLU cannot be used for a capsule setup, since they are not inherently defined

to accept vector inputs, and more importantly, would not work in a capsule setting. This is

because both activation functions require an input space from − inf to inf, however our vector

length can only be positive. For Sigmoid this would mean halving its output range to [0.5, 1)

and ReLU would simply stop being useful, since for positive inputs it is simply the identity

operation and would therefore fail to provide any non-linearity to the network. This means we

a new type of activation function, and the squashing is used to fill this role.

However, when using the squashing function show in Eq. 30, which was proposed in the

original paper [41], one runs into a problem. For small inputs the squashing function becomes

lim
x→0

~v2

1 + ~v2
=
~v2

1
, (31)

meaning these small inputs the squashing behaves like a quadratic suppression. This behavior

can also be seen in the left part of Fig. 26. Such inputs appear, among other times, right after

initialization, when the network just start training and all weights are still uniformly tiny.

These already small values are then further suppressed by the squashing, which is applied

in each capsule layer. In a deep network, in other words a network if several capsule layers,

this leads to final outputs too small for the network so handle. Another problem with small

inputs to the squashing function is that the gradient around zero becomes tiny. This can be

very problematic for gradient descend methods, since they have a tendency to get stuck when

gradients are not sufficiently large. Advanced optimizer like Adam, described in section 3.4,

incorporate momentum terms to accommodate this problem, however right after initialization

these momentum terms are still zero. Both this and the quadratic suppression can cause

the network to stall right after the training starts. To rectify this problem we introduce the
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linearized squashing function, which essentially is just the square root of the original squashing,

v
(j′)
i′ = ~v → ~v′ =

~v√
1 + ~v2

v̂ . (32)

The right hand side of Fig. 26 shows the features of this function and lets us compare it to

the original squashing. We can see that the general shape and domain are the same, the main

difference is in the behavior around zero. Here our new squashing becomes

lim
x→0

~v√
1 + ~v2

=
~v

1
. (33)

So instead of the previous quadratic suppression we now have a linear relation, hence the name

linearized. Further we now also have a non-vanishing gradient round x = 0. This effectively

solves the stalling problem during the start of the training, and allows us to build deeper

capsule networks.

4.5 Margin Loss

In principle there are few requirements on our capsule network loss function, aside from the

properties inherent to most loss functions, rewarding correct classifications and discouraging

wrong ones. Therefore, we chose to use the margin loss proposed in [41]. The total loss L can

be broken down into individual per-capsule losses.

L =
∑
j′

L(j′) . (34)

Where j′ runs over all output capsules. The individual expressions are given by

L(j′) = T (j′) max
(

0,m+ − |~v(j′)|
)2

+ λ(1− T (j′)) max
(

0, |~v(j′)| −m−
)2

. (35)

With T (j′) being the truth label for the j′-th capsule, and ~v(j′) the output of that capsule.

The λ-parameter in front of the second term allows us to scale the relative contributions

of the correct-capsule and wrong-capsule term. Further m+, m− are arbitrary parameters

that describe the desired length for the correct and incorrect capsule, respectively. We chose

m+ = 0.9 and m− = 0.1. Initially Eq. 35 can seem somewhat convoluted, so we will break it

further down using a concrete example. We assume we have a two class problem, for example

a signal vs. background classification. Therefore we have two output capsules, so j′ = 1, 2,

further we assume we have a signal event, meaning the label for class 1 is T (1) = 1 and T (0) = 0.
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The loss for the first capsule L(1) now simplifies to

L(1) = T (1) max
(

0,m+ − |~v(1)|
)2

+ λ(1− T (1)) max
(

0, |~v(1)| −m−
)2

= max
(

0, 0.9− |~v(1)|
)2

. (36)

Similarly the loss for the other capsule becomes

L(1) = T (1) max
(

0,m+ − |~v(1)|
)2

+ λ(1− T (1)) max
(

0, |~v(1)| −m−
)2

= max
(

0, |~v(1)| − 0.1
)2

. (37)

The key part of the loss function is the 0.9− |~v(1)| section, which gets smaller the closer |~v(1)|
gets to 0.9, by squaring this term we ensure that larger differences are weighted more heavily.

Finally, the max makes it such that once the length of |~v(1)| gets larger than 0.9 the loss

stays constantly minimal. In conclusion, the loss function therefore drives the length of the

correct capsule to be larger than m+ = 0.9 and the length of the wrong one to be smaller

than m− = 0.1, which is exactly the desired behavior. Throughout this work we put larger

emphasis on forcing the correct capsule the be longer, hence we chose λ = 0.5. The reason we

do not choose m+ = 1.0 and m− = 0.0 is that for |~v(j′)| reaching 1.0 is difficult because of the

squashing. Also reaching 0.0 is also problematic since it would require every single entry to be

0, which clashes with the principle that the entries describe properties of features. Therefore,

we choose values slightly off 0.0 and 1.0, arguing that the network can still encode features in

a vector with length 0.1, but not in one with length 0.0.

4.6 φ-Padding

In the machine learning context padding generally refers to artificially increasing the size of data

without adding real information. The most common occurrence is arguably in combination

with convolutional layers. In order to understand the advantages of padding, it is instructive to

first see what happens when no padding is used. The top third of Fig. 27 shows a convolution

for a 4× 4 sized input with a 3× 3-kernel and a default stride length of 1. Because the kernel

needs to fully cover a 3× 3 section in oder for the convolutional operation to be well defined,

there are only four valid kernel positions within the input image, leading to a 2 × 2 output.

The main downside of this is that, information about the entries right at the edge of the image

is lost, since the two entries at each edge only contribute two to output entries and the corners

even to only one, while each of the four center entries influences the whole output. Another

indication for this loss of information is, that when going from 16 entries in the input to 4 in

the output, it is not generally possible to preserve all information included in the input.

A popular solution to this is shown in the middle of Fig. 27. This process is called
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Figure 27: Illustration of different padding styles for a convolution with a 3 × 3 kernel. Top:

no padding. Middle: zero padding. Bottom: φ padding

same-padding, or more generally zero-padding, and adds zeros around the input image until

the output size is the same as the size of the pre-padding input. Now the kernel can extend

beyond the edges of the original image without being ill-defined and the output has the same

number of entries as the input. This allows the network to preserve the information about the

edges.

For our capsule network approach, however, we also use a different type of padding. One

of the features of our η-φ calorimeter images is that they should be invariant under translation

in the φ direction. This is because φ corresponds to the azimuthal angle in the detector, and

both the physical processes as well as the detector are symmetric under rotation along the beam

axis. However, we lose this symmetry, since our 2 dimensional image is not cyclic, meaning

that in the image a entire at φ = 1.95π and one at φ = 0 will be far apart, despite being right

next to each other on the detector cylinder. This becomes especially problematic when using

convolutional layers, since they rely on such proximity information. One problematic example
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would be a jet centered around φ = 0, leading to on half of the jet getting projected onto on

side of the image and the other half onto the other image side. In this case a convolution would

have no way of knowing both halves are belong together.

To remedy this problem, we employ wrap-padding, here also called phi-padding when

it is done only in the φ-direction. The principal is shown in the last third of Fig. 27, one

takes the leftmost and rightmost parts of the image, copies them, and then adds them onto

the respective opposite side. The number of lines padded this way is once again chosen so the

input and output size in φ direction are equal. In our full event capsule network architectures

we employ φ-padding before every convolution, which both helps the network deal with split

jets and lets it learn the φ-symmetry in the events.

4.7 Choice of Classifier

In section 3.5 we discussed how ROC curves are used to evaluate the performance of a network.

A question that no arises for the capsule setup is what should be used as the prediction score.

For example in a standard neural network designed to separate signal from background one

usually has a single output neuron with a sigmoid activation function. This results in a single

output value between 0.0 and 1.0 that can directly be used as a prediction score. Similarly for

multi-class CNN’s or networks that use two different outputs for signal and background one

usually applies a softmax function on all outputs, ensuring they add up to one. This once again

allows us to use one of the outputs as our score. In the capsule case, however, this becomes

less trivial. Here there is nothing to force the lengths of signal and output capsules to add

up to one, and therefore, most of the time, the sum over all output capsules will be unequal

to 1. One way to approach this would be to use the length of the signal capsule |~v(s)| as the

prediction score, this does, however, come with a downside. Let us assume we have two events,

for one the length of the signal capsule is 0.6 and the length of the background capsule is also

0.6, for the other event both lengths are 0.4. In both cases the network is equally confident

that the event is signal, as that it is background. However if we just look at the signal capsule

output and put a cutoff at 0.5 one of the events will be classified as signal and the other one

as background.

A different approach would be to try and take the information contained in the back-

ground capsule into account. For example one could normalize the outputs by hand, so to

speak, by calculating

|~v(s)|norm =
|~v(s)|

|~v(s)|+ |~v(b)|
, (38)

where |~v(b)| is the length of the background capsule. When we are dealing with more than one
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background classes this can be generalized to

|~v(s)|norm =
|~v(s)|

|~v(s)|+
∑
n |~v(b,n)|

, (39)

with |~v(b,n)| being length of the n-th background capsule.

Another way to incorporate the background output is by defining what we call the

signal-likeness |~v(s)|like as

|~v(s)|like = |~v(s)| −
∑
n

|~v(b,n)| . (40)

In our studies we saw the signal-likeness approach to be on average the most successful, hence

we will be using it as the default throughout the remainder of this thesis. However there seems

to be no method that is clearly superior in all cases, and, depending on the specific task, the

choice of classifier can have a severe impact on curve shape and AUC. This indicates that the

choice of classifier should be made on a case-by-case basis.
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5 Whole Event Inputs

5.1 Event Generation

Throughout this thesis we use Sherpa2.2.5 [42] at leading order with the Comix [43] matrix

element generator. For our parton density function we used the 5-flavor LO NNPDF3.0

PDF set [44]. We include parton shower and hadronization effects, but ignore out pile-up and

underlying event.

For fast detector simulation we used Delphes 3.4.1 [45] with the default ATLAS card,

adapting the jet-clustering radius and algorithm to better work for our individual processes,

depending for example on whether we wanted hadronic top jets to be viewed as one fat jet or

three individual jets. Specific algorithms and radii are mentioned in the respective sections.

For the jet clustering we used the FastJet [46, 47] package.

After the detector simulation we use ROOT [48] to perform initial selection cuts and

to extract the per event calorimeter and tracking data. We then use this data to produce a

calorimeter image that covers a range of [0, 2π) in φ and [−2.5, 2.5] in η, separated into 180

bins in each direction, resulting in a images with 180× 180 pixels. Each pixel therefore covers

0.028 in φ and 0.035 in η. The value of each pixel is equal to the total transversal energy

deposited in the respective η-φ bin.

5.2 Data Storage

Now that we have generated our full events and translated them into calorimeter images we

need a way to store them. The standard approach is to simply flattened the image and stored

the value of each individual pixel. This works for jet images with a 40 × 40 resolution, since

each image contains only 1600 pixels, and the images were focused on the jets, so there was

less whitespace than in full events. Both of these things no longer apply for the 180 × 180

events. Not only do we now have 20 times more pixels, the images are also a lot more sparse,

specifically out of the 32400 total pixels there are rarely more than 300 with non zero values.

Since it would be wasteful to save all the zero valued pixels we decided to implement a format

that only saves value and position of the non-zero pixels. To achieve this we once again flatten

the image into a one dimensional array with 32400 entries. We then parse through this array

and each time we hit a non-zero entry we save both its position, pi in the one dimensional

array as well as the corresponding value vi. The index i indicates the the position and value

belong to the i-th non zero entry in the image. In the end we get a list with this composition:

[p0, v0, p1, v1, ..., pn, vn]. Since we are using HDF5 [49] tables for our save format we need a

fixed table size and therefore a fixed n, which we choose to be n = 400. If we end up having
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less then 400 non-zero pixels in the image we simply fill the rest of the list with zeros, and if

we have more we sort the entries by pT and drop the softest constituents.

To later restore the original image we go thorough our list of positions and values and

for each position calculate the original η and φ positions using

ηi = pi mod binsη (41)

φi =
(pi − ηi)
binsη

, (42)

where mod is the modulo operator, which returns the remainder of the division, and binsη

is the amount of pixels in the η direction, 180 in our case. We then generate a 180 × 180

array initialized with zeros and increase the entry at (φi, ηi) by vi. This procedure significantly

reduces the file size and thereby also speeds up the network training process.
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Figure 28: Overlay of preprocessed jet images. Left: Top jets signal. Right: QCD jet back-

ground. Taken from Ref. [50].

6 Top vs QCD Dataset

First we want to validate that our capsule setup is capable of replicating the results of conven-

tional convolutional networks on a simpler, well understood sample. For this we choose the top

vs QCD challenge data set [21,26]. This set consists of a total of 2 million QCD and top jets,

60% of which are used for training, and the remaining 40% are split evenly into validation and

evaluation samples. In the original data set each jet is described by a list of the 4-momenta of

its 200 most energetic constituents, although most of the time the jet will have less then 200

constituents, in this case the remaining entries of the 4-momenta list will be filled with zeros.

Our main benchmark for comparison here is the Rutgers Deep Top image based con-

volutional network shown in Fig. 29 and described in [22]. For this network the constituent

list needs to be preprocessed and translated into images. The first step consists projecting the

jet onto the η-φ-plane, then finding the pT -weighted centroid of the jet and shifting it to the

center of the image. Following this the jet is rotated until its central axis is vertical, then the

image is horizontally and vertically flipped, until the top left corner of the image contains the

larges amount of total pT . Finally the image is pixelated into 40 × 40 pixels and normalized

so the total pixel entries sum up to 1.
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Figure 29: Rutgers Deep Top convolutional neural network [22] for top tagging.
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Figure 30: Capsule network designed for the top vs QCD reference data set. Convolutional

structure inspired by the Rutgers Deep Top network [22]. Taken from Ref. [25].

Figure 31: Comparison between the capsule network in Fig. 30 and the Rutgers Deep Top

network [22] in Fig. 29 using the top vs QCD reference dataset. As shown in Ref. [25].

Fig. 28 shows an overlay of several jet images after preprocessing, as one can see there

are visual differences between signal an background, most notably the three-prong nature of

the hadronically decaying top jet. For the sake of comparison we chose to use the same images

with identical preprocessing for both networks. Further, we model the convolutional structure

of the capsule network to be quite similar to the Rutgers network, since it has proven to be

very effective for top vs. QCD discrimination. The final capsule network architecture we used

can be seen in Fig. 30. For the implementation of this network we used Keras [51] with a

Tensorflow back-end [52]. The capsule layers are is based an implementation [40] of the

original capsule paper [41]. For training we used the Adam optimizer [38] and learning rate

decay with a decay factor of 0.9. Further we employed early stopping to end the training

process once the validation accuracy started to drop. This base setup was also used for the

other capsule network architectures described in this thesis.
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The performance comparison between the two networks can be seen in Fig. 31, which

shows that the capsule network is very much competitive with the Rutgers network, when

dealing with a problem where there is no additional structure for the capsules to extract and

take advantage of. Further, the regular preprocessing for this dataset essentially replaces the

advantage of the capsule network to extract features independent of their location.
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7 Heavy Mediator Decay

One of the main goals of machine learning in particle physics is to help discover new physics

events that classical analysis methods might have missed. Many of these potential new physics

processes involve a heavy neutral mediator, that could, among other things, be a connection

between the standard model and dark matter [53]. For their similarity to the standard model

Z boson these mediators are often referred to as a Z ′. In order to introduce this new heavy

mediator we expand the standard model Lagrangian by

LZ′ = ctot
∑
q

cqq(q̄γµqZ
′µ) . (43)

Here Z ′ is our heavy mediator that couples to all quarks. The constants ctot and cqq describe

the over all coupling and the coupling strengths to the individual quarks. We implement

this model using Feynrules [54, 55], allowing us to generate a UFO file [56] we can use in

Sherpa. The model parameters we used in this case were ctot = 1, cqq = 1, MZ′ = 1TeV

and ΓZ′ = 1GeV. Our results are largely independent of the specific values of the parameters,

only a significantly larger width could potentially have an impact, since it would cause us to

no longer have a sharp resonance peak. Moreover, since we use an even split between signal

and background events in our datasets, the cross section of this process is not relevant for us.

The process we want to look at in detail is the decay of the heavy Z ′ mediator into two

tops,

pp→ Z ′ → tt̄ . (44)

Focusing only on decays into top-jets is well motivated in practice, for one it allows us to use

dedicated top-taggers to reject all light jet events, which already cuts out a huge part of the

background. In addition, it also lets us draw from the experiences and results made in other

machine learing projects, many of which focused on top-tagging.

7.1 QCD Background

As our first step we want to see whether our capsule network can function as a effective di-top

tagger by comparing it to the Rutgers top-tagger from section 6 in Fig 29. This means the first

background we will be investigating are two light quarks jets produced via QCD processes:

pp→ jj with j = g, u, d, c, s, b . (45)
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Figure 32: Rutgers Deep Top network, modified to accept two jet images as input, to allow for

di-top tagging. Taken from Ref. [25].

We demand for both signal and background events to have at least two jets with

pT,j > 350 GeV and |ηj | < 2.0 . (46)

This rejects the low pT jet background and ensures the jets are located well within our image

range of η ∈ [−2.5, 2.5]. In total we produced 500, 000 events after cuts, with a 1 : 1 signal to

background ratio. We split these into 300, 000 events for our training sample, and 100, 000 for

validation and evaluation each.

Now we need to modify both the capsule network and our benchmark, the Rutgers Deep

Top network, to accept an input of two jet images. To this end we modify the Rutgers net-

work by duplicating the convolutional structure, essentially running two parallel convolutional

streams which we then combine in the dense section, see Fig. 32, also in comparison to Fig. 29.

To generate the input images we select the two most energetic jets from the event file and store

them in a way identical to how it is done for the top vs QCD challenge data. From this we

then generate two separate 40× 40 jet images, preprocess them independently, and finally feed

one jet image to each of the two convolutional streams.

For the capsule network these modifications are more involved, since on the one hand we

want to use the full 180×180 image format as our input, but on the other hand cannot include

event level information without invalidating the comparison. Therefore, we mask the event

level features in our images. This process is depicted in Fig. 33. First we translate the events

into images as described in section 5 and pad those images by 20 pixels using wrap-padding

in φ-direction and using zero-padding in η-direction (first panel of Fig. 33). We than select

the two most energetic jets in the image, and cut out two 40 × 40 pixel regions around the

centers of the jets (second and third panel). The previous padding ensures these sections do

not extend past the image borders. These sections are then pasted into predefined positions

in an otherwise empty 180× 180 image (last panel in Fig. 33). This process removes the event

level information from the input images, while leaving sub-jet features intact,
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Figure 33: Processing of the event images to a pair of top jets, in order to obscure event level

information. Taken from Ref. [25].

Figure 34: Capsule network ‘conv’-architecture, designed for di-top tagging with 180 images.

Also shown in Ref. [25].

These 180× 180 images are then passed to our capsule network. Fig. 34 shows our first

full resolution capsule network which was used for this problem. The first section contains

four convolutions with progressively smaller kernel sizes, starting with 9 × 9 and ending at

3× 3. Not shown in the figure are the φ-padding layers before each convolution, the padding

amount is always equal to half the size of the following convolutional kernel, rounded down.

Additionally, we employ strided convolutions, allowing us to reduce the size of the image,

and with it the computational resources required to run our network. We use one routing

layer, since during our experiments, architectures with additional routing layers showed no

performance improvement.

In Fig. 35 we can see one ROC curve for the Rutgers double top tagger in red, and

two for the capsule network in blue. The two capsule curves represent different classifiers.

The one with the better background rejection in the low signal efficiency region was generated

using |~v(s)| as the classifier, while for the other one we used |~v(s)|like defined in Eq. 40. The

first thing we can notice is that the signal-likeness actually decreases the performance in the

low signal efficiency region, which for our purposes tends to be the most relevant. This is

the only case we have encountered so far, for which using the pure signal capsule length |~v(s)|
is advantageous compared to the signal-likeness. This demonstrates that, as said in section

4.7, choice of classifiers seems to be problem dependent. When we compare the |~v(s)| capsule
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Figure 35: Comparison of di-top tagging performance between the capsule network and the

modified Rutgers Deep Top network. Taken from Ref. [25].

curve to the Rutgers curve we see that the capsules perform better in the high signal efficiency

region, and match the Rutgers results in the low efficiency area. This shows that the capsule

setup is indeed competitive compared to other machine learning methods.

7.2 tt̄ Background

In the previous section we saw that the capsules are able to match standard convolutional

neural networks in extracting sub-jet features. Now we want to see if the capsule setup can

be used to learn event level information. Mirroring the previous section, we will initially test

how well the network performs when we remove the sub-jet information. However, it is next

to impossible to remove jet features from an image while preserving the event information.

What we do instead is choose a classification task in which the jet features are nearly identical

for signal and background and therefore irrelevant for the classification task. To this end we

keep the same heavy mediator decay as the signal replace the background with QCD mediated

di-top production:

pp→ tt̄ . (47)

With this we now have top pairs, leading to top-jets, in both signal and background, however

the kinematics of the processes are vastly different. The best example for this is the invariant
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Figure 36: Invariant di-jet mass of the two leading jets for a heavy mediator decay signal and

a continuum tt̄ background. Taken from Ref. [25].

di-jet mass shown in Fig. 36. There is a clear peak around the mass of the Z ′ mediator for

the red signal curve, and a continuous mass spectrum for the blue background curve, which is

exactly as one would expect from a heavy decay process and a QCD process, respectively.

In this case the previous benchmark top tagger should fail, as there are genuine top jets

in both signal and background. Instead we employ a different, classical, analysis method that

also relies on event level information; a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT). In order to train the

BDT we used the pseudo-rapidity of the leading jet (j1) and the sub-leading jet (j2), ηj1 and

ηj2 , their transverse momentum, pTj1 and pTj2 and the invariant di-jet mass mjj . From Fig. 36

we see that the invariant mass is very well suited to separate background from signal. The BDT

itself was implemented using AdaBoost [1] from the SciKit-learn Python package [57].

The tree had 100 estimators and a maximal depth of 3, the training data we used for the BDT

was identical to the one used to train the capsule networks.

The ‘conv’ network shown in Fig. 34 worked well on the Z ′ → tt̄ vs. QCD→ light jets

samples, but loses to the BDT for the Z ′ → tt̄ vs. QCD→ tt̄ case, as the ‘BDT’ and ‘CapsNet

conv’ curves in Fig. 37 show. The biggest difference between the two samples is what features

are relevant for classification, for the light jet events sub-jet features are the main handle used

to distinguish signal from background, while for the tt̄ background version the network needs

to learn event level features. What sets these two types of features apart is their relative

size. The averages top jet at the pT we are looking at will cover roughly a 40 × 40 section of
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Figure 37: Comparison of tt̄ tagging performance between the two capsule network architec-

tures and the BDT. Taken from Ref. [25].

the image, meaning that all relevant sub-jet features are constrained within that range, on the

other hand, event level features are present in the full 180×180 image. The next thing we need

to take into account is the size of our convolutional kernels. As can bee seen in Fig 34 the size

of our initial kernel is rather small compared to the jet size (9× 9 kernel) which is appropriate

for looking inside jets and learning their substructure. However when trying to extract event

information the network should ideally be able to see the whole jet as one entity and be able

to determine its position and energy in relation to other jets. This is where the small kernel

size become as problem, since the network is forced to reconstruct the jet from a series of small

jet-subsections. This is possible, after all Fig. 37 shows the network has classification power,

however we can restructure the convolutional part of out network to try and make this task

easier.

Therefore, in order extract the large scale structures and outperform the BDT we can

increase the relative kernel size, meaning using either a small image or bigger kernel. We

chose to do both, which leads us to the ‘pooling architecture’ depicted in Fig. 38. In the

first step we using pooling operations to reduce the image size down to one sixteenth of the

original resolution. Here we also crate two parallel network streams, one using max pooling,

the other one average pooling. The idea behind this is that max pooling will preserve the

energy values of the most energetic constituents, while the average pooling preserves the total

jet energy, by doing both in parallel we are able to keep both. The max pooling stream is

then passed to a convolutional layer with a large kernel, see Fig. 38, the purpose of which is to

find large structures, like whole jets. This is followed by another max-pooling layer and a final

convolution, before reshaping the output into capsules. The average-pooling stream is again

split into another three sub-streams, the first of which gets passed to a convolutional setup

similar to the max-pooling stream, the other two are average-pooled again, down to an image
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Figure 38: ‘Pooling’ capsule network architecture, specialized on extracting event level kine-

matics. Taken from Ref. [25].

size of 9× 9 pixels. These small images are then fed to two different convolutional layers. One

with a comparatively small kernel, intended to learn relations between jets, and one with a

kernel covering the entire image, designed to give the network a handle on global observables,

such as total event energy. These last two small convolutions, unlike all other convolutions in

the network, do not have a phi-padding layer, in order to preserve the total energy amount of

in each event.

This specialized network now not only surpasses the previous ‘conv’ architecture, but

also gives a significant improvement in performance compared to the BDT, as can be seen from

‘CapsNet pool’ curve in Fig. 37. Proving that the capsule approach is capable of outperforming

classical analysis methods.

7.3 Combined Backgrounds

Combining the results from the previous sections we are capable of distinguishing Z ′ → tt̄ from

both a tt̄ and a QCD background. This begs the question whether we can somehow combine

the two. In an actual use-case one generally has more then one process contributing to the

background. Ideally, our event tagger would not just be able to differentiate between signal and

one background type, but all backgrounds. Or, even better, actually classify the background

processes themselves.
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Binary label Multi label
Signal Class 1 Class 2

50% 33.3%
Bkgtt̄ Class 0 Class 1

25% 33.3%
BkgQCD Class 0 Class 0

25% 33.3%

Table 1: Table showing the mixing ratios of signal and backgrounds for two and three label

cases.
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Figure 39: Left: Comparison of QCD rejection power for ‘pooling’ and ‘conv’ architecture and

for two and three output classes. Right: Same comparison for tt̄ rejection. The black tt̄ line

corresponds to the ‘pooling’ curve from Fig. 37. Taken from Ref. [25].

In an effort to explore how well the capsule network can tackle this problem we now

move two a mixed background sample. As previously indicated we have two approaches, for

one we can designate the Z ′ → tt̄ events as the signal class and put both the tt̄ and a QCD

background into one, general, background class, or we can, once again, have Z ′ → tt̄ as the

signal class, but put the tt̄ background and QCD background into two individual classes. We

try both approaches, each time ensuring our samples contain equal amount of each class. This

is further illustrated by table 1.

We test both the ‘conv’ as well as the ‘pooling’ architecture. To accommodate the

varying number of classes in our samples we need two versions of each network, one with two

output capsules, the other one with three. In order to investigate the performance of the setups

we have to split the samples back into signal vs. tt̄ and signal vs. QCD. All networks were still,

however, trained on the mixed samples. Before we start discussing the individual results we

should first mention theoretical differences between the 2- and 3-class cases. As mentioned in

section 4 the individual entries of output vectors of the signal and background encode features
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of signal events and background events respectively. This means that in the 2-class case the

common features of both background types need to be combined into one capsule, while in the

3-class case the features of each class can be put into individual output capsules. The effects

of this differ between setup and background type.

The results are shown in Fig. 39, we will start by discussing the QCD background.

Here we can see that for the ‘conv’ architecture the difference between two and three classes is

barely noticeable. This is because the ‘conv’ setup can easily extract sub-jet features thanks

to its high resolution, but is less well suited for extraction of event-level information. This

means that the capsule for the combined background of the 2-class setup will encode almost

excursively sub-jet features. If one instead uses a dedicated QCD capsule, the features of this

QCD capsule would therefore be very similar to the one of the combined background capsule,

meaning that going from two to three output classes offers little to no improvement here. This

is different for the ‘pooling’ setup, which clearly benefits from the additional output class. The

main reason for this is that the ‘pooling’ network, by design, is able to learn event level features

very well. Therefore, unlike in the ‘conv’ version, a combined background capsule will mainly

contain event level information, resulting in a comparatively weak QCD rejection. However

when we now go from two to three classes the network can have a dedicated tt̄ capsule with

event features, and another QCD capsule for jet features. This results in the huge performance

discrepancy between the two curves we observe.

In the tt̄ background plot, depicted on the right in Fig. 39, we once again see that the

‘pooling’ architecture performs significantly better. We do, however, lose some classification

power by going from a network trained on pure tt̄ background to one trained on a mixed

background, which was to be expected since the network has to allocate computational power

to the additional background type. When looking at the 2- and 3-class curves we see little

difference, with the ‘pooling’ network this is because in the two class case the network looks

for event level features in both the QCD and tt̄ background. Since both are QCD mediated

di-jet events they have rather similar kinematics and therefore similar event features. This

means that the combined background capsule will mostly encode the same event level features

that a dedicated tt̄ capsule would encode, meaning the additional output class offers little

improvement. We observe a similar effect with the ‘conv’ architecture, although the cause is

the opposite. This time the network is inherently bad at learning event features, allowing the

few event level features that the network does end up learning to be easily combined with the

QCD sub-jet features into one mixed background capsule. This means the additional class has

little effect.

In conclusion we see that we the ‘pooling’ capsule network is able to handle multiple

backgrounds and is not only capable of separating the individual backgrounds, but also gets a

performance improvement from this additional degree of separation.
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Figure 40: Left: Correlation table for signal capsule entries and physical observable of signal

events. Right: Same table for background entries and events.

7.4 Understanding Capsule Entries

One major field of interest in machine learning is figuring out what exactly the networks learn,

both to learn new and interesting observables used by the network that can have potential

applications for other analyses and to make the neural network approach less black-box-esque.

Ideally, the fact that in a capsule network setup capsule entries correspond to features should

make this easier. To investigate this further we take our ‘conv’ architecture shown in Fig. 34 and

look into the output capsule layer of the network. Here we have two capsules, one attributed

to signal, one for background. For each event we classify, both capsules will output one vector

each. Normally we would then calculate the Euclidean length of those two vectors, to obtain a

signal prediction score and a background prediction score. However for our purposes we now

skip the length calculation and instead look at the entries in the two output vectors. in order

to learn if these entries correspond to physical variables we can understand, we calculate the

correlations between these capsule entries and a list of general physics observables, such as pT ,

mass, φ and η of the jets and the di-jet mass. Fig. 40 shows the table with these correlations,

separated into the response of the background capsule to background events (left) and the

response of the signal capsule to signal events (right). We find that there are some correlations

between the background capsule entries and the jet pT ’s as well as the di-jet mass. For the

signal capsule we see correlations to the jet η position. However, these correlations vary in

strength and even switch between correlation and anti-correlation. So while we can determine

that the capsules include useful information, it is not entirely clear how.

Further insight was however by our Hamburg collaborators Gregor Kasieczka and Her-

mann Frost, who performed an in-depth study on how the capsules encode information. They

used a simplified version of the capsule network, the output layer of which had two capsules
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Figure 41: Main image: Overlay of signal capsule output vectors for signal events. Small

images on the right: Stacked input calorimeter images. Images made by Hermann Frost and

taken from Ref. [25]

with dimension 2. This meant the prediction vectors were also two dimensional and could

therefore be plotted as an image. Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 plot these prediction vectors, starting

from the origin, the for the signal and background capsule respectively. The first prominent

feature of both plots is that the vectors from a partial circle with a radius of approximately

1 around the origin. For one, this is not unexpected, since the length of the signal predic-

tion vector should be around 1 for signal events, and similarly for background events and the

background capsule vector. However this also mean that the length of the prediction vectors

are effectively fixed, leaving only the angle to encode information. In order to extract what

this information is, the our colleagues selected individual sections along the circles, took at the

original event images that belonged to these sections and overlayed them. These are the five

small images in Fig. 41 and 42. From these we can deduce that, for the signal capsule, the

angle describes the η position of both jets. Further, it indicated a event is likely to be classified

as signal if both jets have the same η. This makes sense when we think about the kinematic of

our signal process. After the Z ′ is it decays into two top jets, these jets will be back-to-back

in the rest frame of the Z ′. However if the Z ′ itself was boosted along the beam direction,

both of the jets will also be equally boosted in the lab-frame, causing them to have the same

η. Fig. 42 shows the same for the background capsule, where we can see that an event is more

background like when the two jets are back-to-back in the lab-frame. This usually is the case

for QCD-mediate di-jet events.

This leads us to a key point in understanding capsule outputs. The capsules cannot

directly encode information in their entries, since the total length of the vectors is used as a

prediction score and therefore fixed. They can, however, indirectly represent this information

through the polar angle of the vector.
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Figure 42: Main image: Overlay of background capsule output vectors for background events.

Small images on the right: Stacked input calorimeter images. Images made by Hermann Frost

and taken from Ref. [25]

We can now apply this principle to our higher dimensional capsule outputs. The n-

dimensional vectors with entries x1, ...xn can be expressed as one radius r and n − 1 angles

ξ1, ...ξn [58]. We now can take the relations

x1 = r cos(ξ1)

x2 = r sin(ξ1) cos(ξ2)

... (48)

xn−1 = r sin(ξ1)... sin(ξn−2) cos(ξn−1)

xn = r sin(ξ1)... sin(ξn−2) sin(ξn−1) ,

which can be inverted and rewritten as

ξ1 = arccos(
x1√

x2
n + x2

n−1 + ...+ x2
1

)

ξ2 = arccos(
x2√

x2
n + x2

n−1 + ...+ x2
2

)

... (49)

ξn−2 = arccos(
xn−2√

x2
n + x2

n−1 + x2
n−2

)

ξn−1 = arccos(
xn−1√

x2
n + x2

n−1

)

r =
√
x2

1 + x2
2 + ...+ x2

n−1 + x2
n .
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Figure 43: Left: Correlation table for signal capsule entries translated into polar angles and

physical observable of signal events. Right: Same table for background entries and events.

Using these relations we can translate our 8-dimensional capsule vector into one radius

and seven angles, and then calculate the correlations to physical observables. The results are

once again split into signal and background capsules, and shown in Fig. 43. The angles show

correlation to the same variables as the absolute entries, the background angels are once again

correlated to the pT of both jets and the di-jet mass, while the signal angles have correlations

to the jet η positions. However, when using the angles these correlations are clearer and more

evenly distributed when compared to Fig. 40. Further, we see that the correlation tables agree

with the Hamburg results from Fig. 41, as both show that the η of the jets is important for

signal classification. We also gain additional insight into the background classification, by

seeing that the di-jet mass is a deciding factor for how background like a process is, something

that was not obvious for Fig. 42 alone. Lastly, the fact that the correlations are shared between

all angles indicates that each angle does not encode one sole observable, but rather that all

angles represent linear combinations of several different observables.

In conclusion, we see that the capsule structure indeed proves helpful when trying to

understand what the network uses for classification.
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8 tt̄H

We have seen that the capsule network is very much capable of separating both top from

QCD jets as well as identify heavy mediator decay events. Now it is time to move on to

more complex signatures, specifically one of the more complex LHC processes, associated top-

Higgs production. Fig. 44 shows the signal process and the main background. What makes

tagging these events so difficult is for one the small cross-section of the signal event combined

with the comparatively high background cross-section, and additionally the complexity of the

final state, which can include up to eight separate jets, not even taking initial- or final state

radiation into account. For our proposes, we only take Higgs decay into two b’s into account,

which is reasonable considering the high H → bb̄ branching ratio. We further restrict ourselves

to semi-leptonic top decays for triggering.

The event generation largely follows the work flow outlined in section 5.1, the only

significant difference being that this time we cluster the jets using an anti-kT algorithm with a

R = 0.4 radius and tag the jets as b-jets if there is a generator level b parton within δR ≤ 0.4

of the jet center. For each event we save pT , η, φ, m, b-tags and the PDG-ID of the b partons

parent particle of the ten most energetic jets, as well as kinetic information about the lepton

and the missing transverse energy. Further, in order to meet our previous requirements we

enforce the following decay processes H → bb̄, t → bl+νl and t̄ → b̄jj with j = u, d, c, s

and l = e, µ, our reason for differentiating between top and anti-top decays is to ensure the

semi-leptonic top decay.

In order for our results to be comparable to other analyses we implement a series of

cuts:

1. exactly one lepton with pTl ≥ 5GeV and |ηl| ≤ 2.5;

2. 6 or more jets (anti-KT , R = 0.4) with pTj > 20 GeV and |ηl| ≤ 2.3;

3. exactly 4 b-tagged jets

This time we generated a combined total of 400, 000 signal and background events after

cuts, which were split into 3 parts for training an 1 part each for validation and evaluation.

In principle, the essentially perfect b-tagging could have some influence on our results.

However, since both signal and background have four true b-jets, the difference caused by the
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Figure 45: Invariant mass of non top-decay b-jets for signal and background. Only possible

using truth level information. Taken from Ref. [25].

tagging should be the same between signal and background, and therefore have no impact on

our findings.

As an additional cut we reconstruct the hadronic top jets, jt, by taking combinations of

one b-jet and two light jets and trying to minimize |m(jb+ j1 + j2)|−mt. We demand that the

difference between our jet candidate mass, mjt , and the top mass, mt, is |mjt −mt| < 30GeV.

Using this reconstructed jet, we reject all with insufficient transverse momentum, specifically

we require pTjt > 200 GeV, since we know [59] that this boosted region is of most relevance

for us.

The greatest difficulty in separating tt̄H events from background is the reconstruction

of the Higgs [60]. Specifically, if we can identify which two b-jets originate from the Higgs

decay, (or alternatively, which two come from top decays) we can calculate the invariant mass

of these two candidate Higgs jets. As Fig. 45 shows, this di-jet mass would be a continuum for

the background, while it would form a peak around the Higgs-mass for the signal. However so

far we have no way of reliably solving the combinatoric problem of which jets belong to the

Higgs decay, the only we were able to make Fig. 45 is by utilizing unphysical truth information

saved during the event generation.

One attempt of solving the tt̄H combinatorics is to look for the two b-jets closest to each

other. Since the Higgs will usually be boosted in the regime we are interested in, the b-jets

resulting from the decay will be very collimated. Fig. 46 shows both the smallest distance in

the η-φ plane between two b-jets (left) as well as the di-jet mass of these closest jets. However,

as we can see, there is still a significant overlap between signal and background, demonstrating

that this is far from a perfect solution.
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Right: Invariant di-jet mass of closest b-jets. Taken from Ref. [25].

These combinatoric problems along side the high activity in this event class make a

classical cut-and-count analysis difficult. This makes tt̄H a great candidate to explore the

capsule networks capabilities.

Based on our experiences with the Z ′ → tt̄ classification, our first instinct was to employ

the pooling architecture that was so successful previously, for the tt̄H case as well. However,

the ‘pooling’ setup is not appropriate here, since the reduced resolution caused by the pooling

is problematic for tt̄H tagging. For this reason we use the ‘conv’ architecture, which uses the

fully resolved images, and used it as a basis for our tt̄H network, shown in Fig. 47.

The first change compared to the original ‘conv’ architecture in Fig. 34 is that we doubled

the amount of filters in each intermediate convolutional layer. This has little impact on the

total amount of trainable network parameters, since the bulk of the networks parameters are

in the capsule layers, rather than the convolutions, but gives us a better handle for extracting

more detailed image features.

Further we were looking for ways of giving the network additional physical information to

improve classification power. To this end, we use the information we assumed to have available

during the pre-selection cuts. Specifically, we make use of the fact that we already demand

four tagged b-jets, six total jets and one tagged lepton to be present in the event and can

therefore pass this information along to the network without making additional assumptions.

Our way of storing this information is by creating three additional 180 × 180 pixel images,

where, at the position of a b-jet center, we place a pixel entry whose value is equal to the jets

transversal energy. For the two remaining images we do the same except with light-jets and

leptons respectively. We then pass these additional feature maps alongside the main calorimeter

image.
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Figure 47: Capsule network for tt̄H tagging, with 3D-convolution to process additional infor-

mation about jet flavors. As seen in Ref. [25].

To allow the network to handle the additional information we use a 3D-convolution to

on in the input layers. A 3D-convolution is based on the same principle as a the 2D-convolution

described in section 3.1.3, however input, output and convolution-kernel are all rank-3 tensors

instead of matrices. As our 3D input we use the stack of input layers. This has several

advantages compared to, for example, processing the additional input layers by passing each

through a separate convolutional structure in parallel and then recombining the convolution

outputs before the first capsule layer (similar to the concatenation layer in Fig. 38). The

parallel setup would lose some information about the spacial relationship between the different

input layers since it looks at them individually. The 3D-convolution, however, lets the network

learn relations between different input features that occupy the same position in the η-φ-plane.

For example, the network can use this to associate a b-tag in the b-jets input layer with an

actual jet in the calorimeter image. Since we want to have the network take all input layers

into account simultaneously we choose the depth of the 3D-kernel to be equal to the amount

of input layers, as depicted in Fig. 47, so for our four layer example we would use a 9× 9× 4-

kernel. This has the added benefit of producing a 2D rather then 3D output, which allows us

to directly use the output of the 3D convolution as an input for the following 2D-convolutional

layers.

With this setup our capsule network is now capable of classifying tt̄H events, as we

can see in Fig. 48. Here, we compare three levels of information. The first, blue curve shows

the results using just the calorimeter image. For this we achieve an AUC of 0.715, which is

comparable to the machine learning tt̄H analysis in [61]. Next, we give the network additional
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Figure 48: ROC curves comparing the performance of the tt̄H capsule network with different

information levels. Taken from Ref. [25].

feature maps marking the positions of b-jets, light jets and leptons. This result is shown

in the red curve in Fig. 48 and as we can see, the added information greatly improves the

performance and giving us an AUC of 0.792. From this, we can also see that the capsule

network is indeed capable of putting the additional input layers to good use. Finally, for every

signal versus background classification there will be an upper limit on how accurate an analysis

can be, simply because some signal and background events will look identical and therefore

be indistinguishable. In order to estimate this limit we use the black curve in Fig. 48. This

time we gave the network even more feature maps, with all the information needed to solve

the combinatorics problem. Specifically the layers marked the positions of: light-jets, leptons,

b-jets, b̄-jets, b-jet from top decays and b̄-jets from anti-top decays. With this, the network

can easily identify the two b-jets that potentially originate from a Higgs decay and use their

invariant mass for classification, similar to what was shown in Fig. 45. This, as expected, adds

a huge boost to the networks performance and results in an AUC of 0.927. From this result,

we can deduce two things, for one there seems to be a quite big overlap between signal and

background, which even with solved combinatorics could not be separated. This illustrates how

similar the tt̄H and tt̄bb̄ events are. Further, we can see that the capsule network is capable of

differentiating signal and background very well, when given sufficient information. The lack of

this combinatoric information is the main bottleneck of this analysis.

Finally, we have seen that capsule networks are indeed able to tag even complex,

high-activity events, such as tt̄H against very similar backgrounds and that, by using 3D-

convolutions, we have a great handle for giving the network additional information.
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9 Conclusion and Outlook

Over the course of this thesis we have employed capsule network setups to classify whole LHC

events using several different event types.

Initially we have shown that capsule networks are a powerful tool for particle physics.

Through their vector based approach to neural networking, capsules are not only capable of

tagging individual jet images, but are also able to overcome the difficulties that arise when

classifying whole LHC events.

By both successfully differentiating tt̄ events with obscured event level features, from

QCD di-jet events, as well as separating Z ′ → tt̄ from QCD mediated tt̄ events, we demon-

strated that it is possible for capsule networks to learn sub-jet features as well as event level

kinematics. Further, we proved the network is capable of utilizing both information levels

simultaneously by separating a mixed background sample. Additionally, we were able to make

use of the unique structure of the capsules to understand how the network learns and what it

uses for classification.

Finally, we demonstrated that the capsule approach remains viable, even for complex,

high-activity events such as tt̄H, where we were also able to boost our network performance

trough additional input images.

Although we have seen the capsule setup perform very well in combination with convo-

lutions, the idea of capsules is not limited to them. Future capsule network applications could

include a combination of point-cloud, edge convolution structure [62] and capsules, which ap-

pears highly promising. Additionally, one could apply the same ideas employ in Bayesian

neural networks [63] to capsules networks, enabling per-event uncertainty predictions while

using capsules.
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